CASE STUDY

CITRIX SHAREFILE PROVIDES ADDITIONAL
SECURITY TO GLOBAL USERS WITH TELESIGN

Citrix ShareFile is a secure data sync and sharing service
that allows organizations to mobilize all enterprise data
and empower user productivity anywhere. ShareFile
enables mobile productivity with read-write access
to data and allows users to securely share files with
anyone and sync files across all of their devices. Citrix
ShareFile has a strong presence in security-conscious
verticals, including Finance, Accounting, Legal, Insurance
and Healthcare. It was important that they provide
these customers with strong access controls to avoid a
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CASE STUDY
CHALLENGES
Citrix ShareFile was looking for a way to add an extra layer of
online security with a robust solution that wouldn’t require
customers to remember yet another series of usernames
and passwords. Looking for a globally reliable authentication
provider that not only emphasizes security but also the nuances
of an easy user experience can be a difficult process. Citrix
ShareFile needed a partner that could work with their UI/UX
team to provide best practice recommendations and ensure
that opting in and using two-factor authentication (2FA) would
be as simple as possible while remaining extremely secure.
TeleSign checked all the necessary requirements, including
global coverage, convenient options like voice and SMS for every
type of user, experience with similar customers, as well as an
obsession with security and user experience.
After vetting providers, Citrix ShareFile realized that TeleSign
was unmatched in the industry and would be their partner going
forward.

SOLUTION
Citrix ShareFile gave their users the option of activating multi
factor authentication on their ShareFile account using TeleSign’s
SMS verification. Once users choose this option, they are required
to enter a one-time PIN code, sent to their phone number, already
on record, whenever they log in from a new device or unknown
IP address. This represents an extra layer of protection, beyond a
username and password, which effectively blocks fraudsters from
gaining access to an account, even if a fraudster has obtained
the login credentials. Once a fraudster attempts to log in, 2FA is
activated, preventing any possibility of account compromise.
Unlike standard authentication procedures, the codes that
SMS verification uses for 2FA login are unique and generated
new every time. Were a breach to occur, and usernames and
passwords stolen, ShareFile customers could still be certain their
data was secure. Also, to allow for occasions when a customer
might not have access to their primary phone number, Citrix
ShareFile allows them to add a back-up number. An effective
fallback, because very few people, no matter where they happen
to be, will not have access to one of their two numbers.
Using TeleSign, Citrix can provide phone-based 2FA in more than
200 countries in 87 languages. Citrix ShareFile’s business partners
and users can be confident that SMS verification is fully effective
everywhere they are.

TeleSign is a communications platform as a service (CPaaS) company, founded
on security. Since 2005, TeleSign has been a trusted partner to the world’s
leading websites and mobile applications, helping secure billions of end-user
accounts. Today, TeleSign’s data-driven, cloud communications platform is
changing the way businesses engage with customers and prevent fraud.
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In addition to SMS verification, Citrix ShareFile also used TeleSign’s
voice verification for markets where SMS coverage may be
unreliable; where receiving an SMS incurs a costs for the user,
for users who cannot receive SMS (like a fixed line phone), or for
those who just preferred to be contacted by a voice call.
Since offering ShareFile users the option of two-factor
authentication by SMS or voice call through TeleSign, Citrix
enabled security conscious customers to avoid a breach on their
account with stronger access controls. Many competitors in the
file sharing market have experienced security issues resulting in a
negative image in the press. By using TeleSign, not only has user
data been protected, but Citrix ShareFile’s brand reputation and
the trust placed in it by its customers has remained intact.

ABOUT CITRIX SHAREFILE
Citrix is leading the transition to software-defining the workplace,
uniting virtualization, mobility management, networking and
SaaS solutions to enable new ways for businesses and people
to work better. Citrix solutions power business mobility through
secure, mobile workspaces that provide people with instant
access to apps, desktops, data and communications on any
device, over any network and cloud. With annual revenue in
2014 of $3.14 billion, Citrix solutions are in use at more than
330,000 organizations and by over 100 million users globally.
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